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METHODS: A detailed MEDLINE search was carried
out to identify all articles and book chapters in English
published from January 1995 to January 2015.

AIM: To investigate the potential associations among
major depression, quality of life, and suicidal behavior
in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) patients.

RESULTS: Based on the main findings, the prevalence of
major depressive disorder (MDD) ranged from 14.0% to
27.2%. Furthermore, the prevalence of suicidal ideation
varied from 13.6% to 31.0% whereas, attempted
suicides were reported to range from 3.9% to 32.7%.
Interestingly, various associated risk factors for both
depression and suicide were identified in HIV patients.
Finally, consistent associations were reported among
MDD, suicidal ideation, and poor quality of life in indi
viduals living with HIV.
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CONCLUSION: Although additional studies are needed
to elucidate this complex association, our results suggest
the importance of early detection of both MDD and
suicidality in patients living with HIV.
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variables (e.g., female gender, younger age); psychiatric
conditions such as substance abuse, MDD, and a history
of prior suicide attempts; neuropsychiatric side-effects
of antiretroviral therapy and psychotropic medication;
psychosocial factors including heterosexual orientation,
poor social support, loss of employment, maltreatment,
and sexual abuse; and clinical factors (e.g., stress
reactions, the perception of pain, physical impairment,
psychological/physical symptoms, and AIDS diagnosis)
have been found to contribute to suicidality among HIV
[12-19]
patients
.
Thus, individuals with HIV infection may have a higher
[20-22]
risk of suicide than those individuals without HIV
. In
addition, many individuals living with HIV are reluctant to
disclose their HIV serostatus to friends and/or family due
[23,24]
to the fear of stigmatization
. Moreover, individuals who
experience this type of fear may have disadvantages with
[25]
regards to seeking HIV testing, education, or treatment .
Interestingly, the introduction of antiretroviral medi
cations significantly improved both HIV health-outcomes
and life expectancy of HIV infected patients, which led to a
[26]
significant reduction of suicide rates . However, patients
living with HIV/AIDS are still dying in large numbers and,
therefore, examining quality-of-life issues remains an
[27]
important area of research . In particular, individuals
with HIV reported profound alterations in day-to-day
[28]
activities, significant relationships, and health status .
Accordingly, several psychometric instruments and
health questionnaires have been specifically developed to
evaluate quality of life among individuals with HIV.
Based on the current literature, it remains unclear
whether or not individuals with HIV and poor quality of life
are at a higher risk of depression/suicidality than those
with HIV and a higher quality of life. Thus, the present
review aimed to investigate the nature of the associations
between MDD, quality of life, and suicidal behavior in HIV
patients.

Core tip: Among patients with human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) the prevalence of major depressive disorder
(MDD), suicidal ideation, and attempted suicides
ranged from 14.0% to 27.2%, from 13.6% to 31.0%,
and from 3.9% to 32.7%, respectively. Multiple risk
factors for both depression and suicide were identified
in HIV patients. Importantly, a consistent association
has been reported between MDD, suicidal ideation, and
poor quality of life in individuals living with HIV. The
early detection and adequate treatment of depressive
symptoms and suicidality should be considered funda
mental tasks when managing HIV infected patients,
particularly in those individuals who are severely
medically ill.
Serafini G, Montebovi F, Lamis DA, Erbuto D, Girardi P, Amore
M, Pompili M. Associations among depression, suicidal behavior,
and quality of life in patients with human immunodeficiency
virus. World J Virol 2015; 4(3): 303-312 Available from: URL:
http://www.wjgnet.com/2220-3249/full/v4/i3/303.htm DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.5501/wjv.v4.i3.303

INTRODUCTION
Chronic medical conditions such as human immunode
ficiency virus (HIV) infection have been found to be
associated with elevated stigma and discrimination,
[1]
psychological distress, and poor social support . Almost
half of individuals diagnosed with HIV suffer from one or
[2]
more comorbid psychiatric disorders and experience
a poorer health-related quality of life compared to
[3]
individuals without comorbidities .
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a highly comorbid
psychiatric condition in patients with HIV, and the presence
of MDD is associated with poor adherence to treatment,
[4]
disease progression, and lower quality of life . It has been
well established that depressive symptoms may contribute
[5]
to both HIV progression and mortality . For example,
[6]
in a 7-year longitudinal study, Ickovics et al found that
women with HIV and chronic depressive symptoms had
twice the risk of dying by suicide compared to those with
few or no depressive symptoms. Specifically, the mortality
rates were 54% among patients with chronic depressive
symptoms and 48% among those with intermittent
depressive symptoms as compared to 21% for women
having few or no depressive symptoms and low CD4 cell
[6]
counts . MDD is also associated with premature drop[7,8]
out and poorer outcomes after treatment , as well as
[9]
persistent drug use in heroin users .
In addition to depression, suicidality, which includes
both suicide ideation and attempts, is considered to
be another major psychiatric problem associated with
[10]
HIV/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) .
Similar to MDD, an association between suicidality, poor
quality of life, poor adherence to antiretroviral therapy,
and non-disclosure of HIV status to significant others
[10,11]
has been also reported
. Overall, socio-demographic
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to provide a critical review of the associations
among depression, suicidality, and quality of life among
patients with HIV infection, we performed a detailed
search using the largest existing databases (PubMed/
MEDLINE, Scopus, Web of Science, and Psychinfo) to
identify all articles and book chapters in English published
between January 1995 and January 2015. Specifically,
the following search terms were used: “Major depression”
OR “Major Depressive Disorder” OR “MDD” AND “Suicidal
Behavior” OR “Suicide attempts” OR “Suicide ideation”
OR “suicidality” AND “Quality of life” AND “HIV infection.”
Full-text articles were evaluated for relevance when a
title or abstract appeared to describe a study eligible for
inclusion. Abstracts that did not explicitly mention the
association between depression, suicidality, and quality
of life among individuals living with HIV were excluded.
We also excluded meta-analytic studies and reviews.
Overall, we identified 36 articles; however, only 12 fulltext articles included in our review.
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Identification
27 records identified through
MEDLINE/PubMed searching

53 (4 + 9 + 40) additional records identified through
other sources (Web of Science, Scopus, Psychinfo)

Screening
75 records after duplicates removed

28 records screened

47 records excluded

Eligibility
14 full-text articles assessed for
eligibility

14 full-text articles excluded with
reasons

Included
12 studies included in qualitative
synthesis

2 studies excluded with reasons

Figure 1 Flowchart of the search and selection process.

Study design and eligibility criteria

found that 13.6% of 295 people living with HIV/AIDS
(PLWHA) reported suicidal ideation.
[31]
Moreover, Kinyanda et al
demonstrated that the
prevalence of moderate to high risk for suicidality (MHS)
and lifetime suicide attempts of 618 recruited patients
was 7.8% and 3.9%, respectively.
In a sample of 62 randomly selected HIV+ women,
[32]
Lewis et al
investigated the existence and impact of
major depression. The researchers also found that activities
of daily living (ADL) and the subjective questionnaire of
cognitive functioning were useful instruments to assess
depression.
In another study, the clinical/behavioral characteristics
of 71 patients in northern Taiwan as related to their HIV
[33]
status have been explored by Lee et al . Based on the
main findings, anxiety was reported in 21.0% of patients,
depression in 27.2%, memory alterations in 32.7%, and
[34]
suicide attempts in 32.7%. Atkinson et al also reported
that HIV+ individuals (N = 203) reported a significantly
higher rate of lifetime MDD than HIV- participants (14%
vs 5%). However, both HIV+ and HIV- reported similar
rates of current MDD.
[11]
Furthermore, Sherr et al
demonstrated that the
prevalence of suicidal ideation was 31% in a sample of
778 patients living with HIV. Interestingly, heterosexual
men and black respondents were twice as likely to
experience suicidal ideation when compared to gay men
or women and White/Asian respondents. In addition,
individuals who did not disclose their HIV status were
twice as likely to report suicidal ideation as compared to
other subjects.
In another study conducted in a sample of 28 Chinese
HIV+ participants and 23 matched HIV- controls, nearly
79% of HIV infected individuals had a significantly higher

To achieve a high standard of reporting, we have adopted
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
[29]
Meta-Analyses’ (PRISMA) guidelines . The PRISMA
Statement consists of a 27-item checklist and a fourphase flow diagram for reporting in systematic reviews.
PRISMA includes the broader effort to improve the
reporting of different types of health research as well
as to improve the quality of research used in decisionmaking in healthcare.

RESULTS
Number of studies selected

The combined search strategy yielded a total of eighty
articles of which, after a complete analysis, twentyeight full-text articles were screened and fifty-two were
excluded. We excluded articles that were not published
in peer reviewed journals, those that were not in English
language, articles without abstracts, abstracts that did not
explicitly refer to the main topic, and those with unclear
data regarding materials and methods and subjects
which were analyzed. We assessed fourteen articles for
eligibility but two full-text articles were excluded due
to low-relevance to the main theme. Therefore, twelve
articles fulfilled our inclusion criteria and were included in
the present review (Figure 1).

Type of studies selected

Studies that investigated the prevalence of
depression, suicide ideation, suicide thoughts, in
patients living with HIV: Nine studies investigated the
prevalence of suicide ideation/thoughts and associated
[30]
risk factors in HIV infected patients. Ogundipe et al

WJV|www.wjgnet.com
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lifetime rate of major depression relative to 4% of the
[35]
comparison group . Moreover, 18% of these patients
reported active suicidal thoughts.
[36]
Haller and Miles
also examined suicidality among
190 HIV+ participants and reported that 26% had
suicidal thoughts within 30 d of hospitalization, 49%
revealed that they had a suicide plan, and 48% indicated
they had suicide intent. Further, individuals with suicidal
ideation had predominantly MDD (64%).
[37]
Finally, Kalichman et al found that in a sample of
individuals aged 45 or older and living with HIV/AIDS (N =
113), 27% reported suicidal thoughts.

Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diegoself administered version (TEMPS-A) were reported
in patients with a poorer HRQoL relative to those with
[34]
higher HRQoL. Furthermore, Atkinson et al
reported
that 203 HIV+ were more likely to have a lifetime
substance use diagnoses than HIV- participants (14% vs
6%). They also found that worse daily functioning and
life quality as well as unemployment were independently
predicted by both depression and HIV status.
Palliative care and quality-of-life issues are still two
relevant areas of research in patients with advanced
[39]
AIDS. Breitbart et al
investigated the impact of
treatment for depression on the desire for hastened
death in a sample of 372 patients with advanced AIDS.
They reported a significant association between desire for
death and depression; also, desire for death was reduced
in those patients who responded to antidepressants
medications. However, nearly half of those individuals
who received antidepressant medications and/or
supportive psychotherapy or counseling showed little or
no improvement in depressive symptoms. In another
[35]
study, Jin et al found that worse daily functioning was
independently predicted by both major depression and
HIV+ status in a sample of 28 Chinese HIV+ participants
and 23 matched HIV- controls.
Furthermore, in a sample of HIV-infected women
[40]
directly after diagnosis, Krabbendam et al found that
the women experienced strong emotions and quality of
life impairment, suggesting that high emotional distress
may be occurred in specific phases of HIV illness. In
[36]
addition, Haller and Miles
demonstrated a significant
association between quality of life variables and suicide
ideation in 190 HIV patients. Specifically, leisure/social
and family/friends were strongly associated with suicidal
ideation in their sample. Finally, higher emotional distress
together with poorer HRQoL were found in a sample of
individuals living with HIV-AIDS (N = 113) who reported
suicide thoughts as compared to those who had not
[37]
considered suicide (Tables 1 and 2).

Studies that investigated the associated risk
factors in patients living with HIV: Six studies
investigated the relevance of associated risk factors
[30]
in HIV infected patients. Ogundipe et al
identified
unemployment, emotional distress, religion, HIV
status non-disclosure, and previous suicidal attempt as
significant predictors of suicidal ideation in their sample.
[31]
In another study, Kinyanda et al reported that significant
unique predictors of MHS included female gender,
increasing negative life events, a previous psychiatric
history, and MDD.
Other articles focused on the importance of associated
risk factors in patients diagnosed with HIV. For example,
sexual intercourse without condoms during the six
previous months were found more frequently in HIVnegative heroin users compared to HIV-positive heroin
[33]
users
whereas higher levels of physical and psychol
ogical symptoms independently predicted suicidal
[11]
ideation .
[36]
Furthermore, Haller and Miles
suggested that
individuals with MDD, dysthymia, substance abuse,
thought disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
or borderline/avoidant personality disorders were more
likely to report suicidality.
Interestingly, subjects with suicidal thoughts
more frequently used escape and avoidance whereas
positive-reappraisal coping strategies were used less
[37]
[37]
frequently . The authors demonstrated the existence
of associations among suicidal thoughts and perceived
poor social support from friends/family even after
controlling for depression.

DISCUSSION
The present mini-review aimed to investigate the associ
ations among MDD, quality of life, and suicidal behavior.
First, our findings indicated that the prevalence of
a current MDD diagnosis varied from 14.0% to 27.2%
[33,34]
according to the selected samples
; however,
as high as 79% of HIV patients reported a lifetime
[35]
diagnosis of MDD ; Second, the prevalence of suicidal
ideation ranged from 13.6% to 31.0%; whereas, the
prevalence of attempted suicide ranged from 3.9% to
[11,30,31,33]
32.7%
; Third, various associated risk factors for
depression and suicide were found to be important in HIV
[11,30,31,33,36,37]
patients
.
[41-43]
Other recent studies
confirmed this high but more
variable prevalence of MDD in HIV patients ranging between
18% to 81% at some stage of the illness according to
the different populations which were investigated, the
different study designs as well as the different diagnostic

Studies that analyzed the association between
depression, suicidality and quality of life in HIV
patients: Eight of the included studies examined the
associations between depression, suicidality and quality
of life in samples of HIV patients. First, a significant
association between suicidal ideation and being
unmarried, poor medication and quality of life was found
[30]
by Ogundipe et al in a sample of 295 PLWHA.
[38]
Furthermore, Pompili et al
reported that HIV
patients with a poorer health-related quality of life
(HRQoL) had higher hopelessness levels (these subjects
were at high suicide risk) and were more likely to have
depression than those with a higher HRQoL. In addition,
higher scores on all dimensions of the Temperament

WJV|www.wjgnet.com
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Cross-sectional
study

576 patients (503
male, 73 female;
mean age 40.6 ±
9.3 yr) of which
71 were HIV
positive, and 514
had hepatitis C

62 HIV-positive
women (mean
age 35.7 ± 6.6 yr)

Lewis et al[32]

Lee et al[33]

618 HIV
outpatients (169
male, 449 female;
mean age in the
25-44 age band)

Kinyanda et al[31] Cross-sectional
study

Cross-sectional
study

88 outpatients
(71 men and 17
women; mean
age 42.9 ± 10.3 yr)

Cross-sectional
study

Pompili et al[38]

Sample size

295 PLWHA (102
males and 153
females; mean
age 37.3 ± 8.7 yr)

Study design

Ogundipe et al[30] Cross-sectional
study

Ref.

No

No

No

No

No

Follow-up

General fIndings

A semi-structured
questionnaire assessing
demographics,
quality of life,
HIV risk behavior,
and psychiatric
symptoms,and
WHOQOL-BREF

BDI-FS, MM of
the Primary Care
Evaluation of Mental
Disorders, ADL, and
SCQ

M.I.N.I., coping style
index derived by
variables of the MAC,
and International HIV
Dementia Scale

(1) The cross-sectional nature of the
study; (2) Subjects have been not
assessed for the presence of prior
suicide attempts; (3) Participants have
been not evaluated during a follow-up
period

Limitations

Suicide should be considered a
major health issue in subjects with
HIV infection. Specific psychosocial
and clinical factors may be useful to
identify PLWHA who are at-risk for
suicide

Conclusion

(1) The small sample size; (2) The cross- Patients with a poorer HRQoL were
sectional nature of the study; (3) Data
more likely to have depressive
on HIV severity, illness duration, or age affective temperaments, depression
of symptom onset were not collected;
and suicide risk than patients with
(4) Data were collected via self-report
higher HRQoL
and not validated by psychiatric
examinations
Prevalence of MHS and life-time attempted suicides
(1) The cross-sectional nature of the
Both social and psychological
resulted 7.8% and 3.9%, respectively. After univariate study; (2) the small number of subjects
stressors may act on previous and
analyses, female gender, food insecurity, increasing with some of the diagnosed psychiatric
current psychiatric morbidities
negative life events, high stress score, negative
disorders; (3) the threshold as a cut-off
triggering suicidality
coping style, past psychiatric history, psychosocial
point for MHS has been not validated
impairment, diagnoses of PTSD, GAD, and MDD
in the African socio-cultural context;
resulted associated with MHS. After multivariate
(4) the use of the “risk for suicidality”
analyses, only female gender, increasing negative
measure instead of “suicidality”
life events, a previous psychiatric history, and MDD
were independently associated with MHS
ADL and subjective questionnaire of cognitive
(1) The cross-sectional nature of the
Diagnosis of depression is of great
functioning were useful instruments to measure
present data; (2) The small sample size importance, not only clinically, but
depression in HIV-positive women
which may limit the generalization of also to ensure the judicious allocation
findings; (3) Participants have been not
of scarce medical resources in the
evaluated during a follow-up period; (4)
regions worst affected by HIV
the sample includes only women
Overall, 21.0% of the subjects reported anxiety,
(1) The sample may be not
No significant differences were found
27.2% depression, 32.7% memory loss, and 32.7%
representative of the Taiwanese heroin between the HIV-positive and HIVattempted suicide. Based on the main findings, HIV- users population; (2) It was not possible
negative patients on psychiatric
negative heroin users were more likely to have sexual to validate whether patients replied the
symptoms or quality of life
intercourse without condoms during the six previous
questions truthfully
months

Overall, 13.6% of PLWHA reported suicidal ideation.
A significant association between suicidal ideation
and being unmarried, poor medication adherence
and altered quality of life has been reported.
Unemployment, emotional distress, religion, HIV
status non-disclosure and previous suicidal attempts
were significant predictors of suicidal ideation among
PLWHA
GMDS, BHS, SHSS,
More severe depression and hopelessness have been
TEMPS-A, and SF-36 found between patients with a poorer HRQoL when
compared to those with a higher HRQoL. Higher
scores on all dimensions of the TEMPS-A were also
reported in those with a poorer HRQoL relative to
subjects with a higher HRQoL

GSQ-28, BDI, and
WHOQOL-BREF

Psychometric
instruments assessing
MDD, suicidality, and
quality of life

Table 1 Studies that investigated using specific psychometric instruments the association between depression/suicidality and quality of life in human immunodeficiency virus patients
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778 HIV-positive
clinic attenders
(183 heterosexual
women, 76
heterosexual
men, 496 gay/
bisexual; mean
age 40.5 yr)

Cross-sectional
study

Cross-sectional
study

Sherr et al[11]

Jin et al[35]

308

No

No

No

HIV+ subjects reported a significantly higher rate of
(1) Rates of depression may be
High lifetime rates of MDD and
lifetime MDD (14% vs 5%) than HIV- participants.
underestimated by the used
suicidality were found in this HIVBoth HIV+ and HIV- reported similar rates of current psychometric measures; (2) Recurrence infected agrarian cohort presumably
MDD. HIV+ were more likely to have lifetime
of MDD episodes and bipolar disorder
due to the existence of a pre-HIV
substance use diagnoses than HIV- (14% vs 6%).
cases have not been examined; (3)
mood disorder, direct effects of HIV,
Importantly, worse daily functioning and life quality The sample is derived by an agrarian
social stigma, negative impact of
as well as unemployment were independently
setting; (4) The preliminary nature of HIV/AIDS on employment together
predicted by both depression and AIDS
the findings
with the perception that HIV is a
terminal condition
Suicidal ideation
Suicidal ideation was reported by 31% of patients.
(1) The cross-sectional study design;
Suicidal ideation rates among HIVreported using a self- Heterosexual men and black respondents were twice (2) Subjects have been not evaluated
positive clinic attenders were high
report item based
more likely to have suicidal ideation relative to
for the presence of previous suicide
on feelings in the
gay men or women and White/Asian respondents, attempts; (3) Participants have been not
preceding week,
respectively. Also, those with lack of disclosure were
tested during a follow-up period
levels of optimism in
twice more likely to have suicidal ideation than
relation to treatment
those without. Higher physical and psychological
and infectiousness,
symptoms independently predicted suicidal ideation
MSAS short-form, and
EuroQol-5D
CIDI Depression
Overall, 79%of HIV-infected subjects had a lifetime
(1) The small sample size that may
High rates of major depression and
Module, BDI-I, Module
rate of major depression relative to 4% of the
limit the generalization of the present suicidality have been found in HIVE of the CIDI assessing comparison group. 9% of patients received treatment findings; (2) The effects of gender could
infected Chinese subjects
lifetime suicidality,
for depression, but 18% showed active suicidal
be not separated; (3) The sample was
ADL
thoughts. Worse daily functioning was independently
selected for feasibility purposes
predicted by both depression and HIV+ status

WMH-CIDI, BDI-II,
MOS-HIV, Modified
HIV Stressor Scale,
ADL, and Social
Support Scale

criteria which were used.
[44]
As reported by Hirsch Allen et al , depression may be evaluated both dimensionally as well as categorically and this is the first source of variability.
In addition, MDD in HIV patients may vary according to several variables such as the population of interest, main research hypotheses as well as comparisons with other
[44]
studies/populations. Importantly, depressive symptoms that do not meet diagnostic criteria may be also associated with significant psychosocial impairment and disability .
Moreover, the role of somatic symptoms related to depression may be frequently neglected in HIV infected patients due to their frequent overlapping with somatic complaints
directly related to the disease.
Overall, clinicians should carefully consider that screening, diagnosing, and quantifying depressive symptoms represent three different but equally critical/challenging tasks when
managing depressed HIV infected patients.
MDD often contributes to the negative psychological effects of HIV, increases emotional distress, and exerts a critical impact on adherence to treatment over time in HIV[45]
infected individuals . Clinicians encounter a challenging task in diagnosing MDD in HIV patients given the complex nature of this association. One of the most debated issues
is whether or not MDD is a manifestation of HIV brain disorder or, conversely, MDD should be considered the primary disorder that may be exacerbated by the presence of

ADL: Activities of daily living; BDI: Beck Depression Inventory; BHS: Beck Hopelessness Scale; BDI-FS: Beck Depression Inventory-Fast Screen for Medical Patients; CIDI Version 2.1: Composite International Diagnostic Interview
Depression module; DDRS: Desire for Death Rating Scale; GAD: Generalised anxiety disorder; GSQ-28: General Health Questionnaire; GMDS: Gotland Male Depression Scale; HRQoL: Health-related quality of life; MDD: Major
depressive disorder; M-QOL: McGill Quality of Life Questionnaire; MSAS: Memprial Symptom Assessment Schedule; MAC: Mental Adjustment to Cancer Scale; MM: Mood Module; MHS: Moderate to high risk for suicidality; MOSHIV: Medical Outcomes Study-HIV; PLWHA: People living with HIV/AIDS; PTSD: Post-traumatic stress disorder; SAHD: Schedule of Attitudes toward Hastened Death; SF-36: Short-Form 36-Item Health Survey; SCQ: Subjective
Complaints Questionnaire; SHSS: Suicidal History Self-Rating Screening Scale; TEMPS-A: Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego-auto questionnaire version; M.I.N.I.: The Mini-International Neuropsychiatric
Interview; WHOQOL-BREF: World Health Organization Quality of Life Assessment-Brief Version; WMH-CIDI, version 3.0: World Mental Health Composite International Diagnostic Interview; HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus.

28 HIV+
participants and
23 matched HIVcontrols (38 male,
13 female; mean
age 35.4 ± 6.7 yr)

203 HIV-infected
former plasma
donors and 198
HIV-negative
donor controls
(122 male, 279
female; mean age
40.2 ± 6.4 yr)

Atkinson et al[34] Cross-sectional
study
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Crosssectional
study

Haller et al[36]
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Crosssectional
study

Sample size

24 HIV women
(mean age 32 yr
with a range of
20-49 yr)

113 HIV-AIDS
subjects (mean
age 53, age range
47-69)

No

No

General findings

A significant association between desire for death
and depression was found but desire for death
was reduced in those patients who responded
to antidepressants medications. However,
approximately half of subjects who received
antidepressant medications and/or supportive
psychotherapy or counseling demonstrated little
or no improvement in depressive symptoms
Overall, 26% of subjects reported suicide
thoughts within 30 d of admission, 49% a suicide
plan, and 48% a suicide intent. Individuals with
suicidal ideation had predominantly MDD
(64%), drug dependence (52%), and depressive
personality disorder (50%). After regression
analyses, those with MDD, dysthymia, substance
abuse, thought disorder, PTSD, and borderline/
avoidant personality disorders were more likely
to have suicidality. Concerning the quality of life
variables which were measured, leisure/social
and family/friends were strongly associated with
suicidal ideation
Beck Depression Index, and Subjects who reported suicide thoughts (27%)
WOC
have also higher emotional distress and poorer
health-related quality of life relative to those
who had not considered suicide. Furthermore,
escape and avoidance were more frequently
used whereas positive-reappraisal coping
strategies were less frequently used by those
with suicide thoughts. An association between
suicide thoughts and the perception of reduced
social support from friends and family was also
reported. The mentioned differences remained
even after controlling for symptoms of depression
In depth interviews using a Strong emotions and quality of life impairment
qualitative semi-structured
were experienced by HIV-infected women
approach providing
directly after diagnosis. It has been suggested that
insights into feelings,
one counseling session was not effective
perceptions, beliefs

Follow-up Quality of life instruments

372 patients with
2-mo
Depression module of the
advanced AIDS, follow-up SCID, HIV version, Ham-D,
of which 42 were
SAHD, DDRS, no specific
re-assessed at the
psychometric instruments
follow-up (280
were used to measure
men, 92 female;
quality of life
mean age 44.4 ±
9.4 yr)
190 HIV patients
No
UM-CIDI, MCMI-III,
(129 male, 61
Suicide Screener (sevenfemale; mean age
item structured interview),
37.3 ± 7.4 yr)
quality of life derived by
HIV-PARSE

Limitations

Conclusion

Relevant emotional distress
and suicide thoughts were
experienced by subjects in
midlife and older individuals
with HIV-AIDS

(1) The small sample size and the crossContinuous counseling may be
sectional nature of the findings may seriously provided by support groups.
limit the generalization of the present
Importantly, the counselors
findings; (2) Counseling given once was
may be used as examples
reported to be not effective

(1) The small sample size; (2) The crosssectional nature of the findings. These factors
may limit the generalization of the findings

(1) The study was not a controlled clinical
Depressed patients who were
trial of antidepressant therapy; (2) Systematic
successfully treated with
bias (e.g., with more refractory patients being
antidepressant medications
less likely to remain in the study) may be not reported a significant reduction
excluded; (3) The failure to find significant
of desire for death
differences about the proportion of patients
with a high desire for hastened death may
reflect the limited power of these analyses
(1) The cross-sectional nature of the findings;
Subjects with substance
(2) No specific psychometric instruments
use disorders, unstable
were used.
interpersonal relations, and a
restricted social environment
may be considered at-risk
individuals and need to
be regularly screened for
suicidality

DDRS: Desire for Death Rating Scale; SCID: Depression module of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, HIV version; Ham-D: Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; MDD: Major depressive disorder; MCMI: Millon
Clinical Multiaxial Inventory; PTSD: Post-traumatic stress disorder; SAHD: Schedule of Attitudes toward Hastened Death; UM-CIDI: University of Michigan Composite International Diagnostic Interview; WOC: Ways of Coping
Questionnaire; HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus.

Krabbendam et al[40]

Crosssectional
study

Follow-up
study

Breitbart et al[39]

Kalichman et al[37]

Study design

Ref.

Table 2 Studies that investigated without using specific psychometric instruments the association between depression/suicidality and quality of life in human immunodeficiency virus patients
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HIV. Interestingly, some authors hypothesized that MDD
and its clinical presentation should be considered an
[41]
adjustment reaction to the diagnosis of HIV infection .
Moreover, the presence of depression may significantly
impair the number and activity of lymphocytes in HIVpositive patients dramatically reducing the role of
natural killer cells, which increases the mortality in this
[41,42,46]
[43]
population
. Del Guerra et al
have suggested
that HIV may predispose patients to the onset of
MDD through the interaction between the following
neurobiological mechanisms: (1) Chronic increase of
inflammatory cytokines and abnormal activation of
microglia and astrocytes; (2) Consistent reduction of
monoamine levels; (3) Neurotoxicity; and (4) Reduction
of neurotrophic factors and subsequent impaired
neuroplasticity processes, and psychosocial factors.
Our findings indicate a significant association
between suicide ideation/thoughts and poor quality of life
[30,36,37,40]
in HIV patients
. Moreover, results also suggest
[38,39]
that depression was significantly associated with
[34,35]
or predicted a poor quality of life in HIV patients
.
[47]
According to population-based studies , an higher
prevalence of suicide in subjects with HIV may be
found relative to the general population, and comorbid
mood disorders may be identified in more than half of
subjects. Among HIV infected individuals, those with
AIDS were more likely to report current suicidal ideation,
lifetime suicidal thoughts, and suicide plans compared
to those without AIDS. This may be explained by the
fact that individuals diagnosed with AIDS usually have
a poorer HRQoL than those with HIV infection. Also, the
presence of severe depressive symptoms in these patients
was a significant predictor of daily functioning together
[34,48]
with unemployment, and life quality
. Moreover,
depressive symptoms may be independent predictors
of significant impairment in daily functioning and quality
of life regardless of the effects of HIV, as suggested by
[35]
Jin et al . The negative consequences of MDD on daily
functioning and employment have also been found in
[49]
previous studies . Taken together, these findings suggest
the clinical relevance of early detection and adequate
MDD treatment, particularly in those individuals who are
severely medically ill.
The present review should be considered in the light
of limitations. First, some included studies may reflect
the authors’ choice according to their expertise and may
include small sample sizes, which limit the generalization
of the findings; Second, most studies were cross-sectional
in nature and did not allow for causal interpretations
of the associations between depression, quality of life,
and suicidality in HIV patients; Third, some studies
predominantly investigated the presence of suicide
ideation instead of considering the impact of prior suicide
attempts on the quality of life of HIV patients; Fourth,
some studies were limited by the possible underestimation
of MDD and suicidal behavior rates given the use of selfreported psychometric instruments and the limited power
of some analyses to find significant differences regarding
the proportion of patients with depression and suicidality.
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The prevalence of depression and suicidal ideation
are consistent in patients with HIV, suggesting the
importance of early detection for both these conditions in
this population. Also, significant associations have been
reported among MDD, suicidal ideation, and poor quality
of life in HIV populations. However, further studies are
necessary to elucidate this complex association.

COMMENTS
COMMENTS
Background

It has been reported that individuals living with human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) are at risk for both depression and suicidality. Most of individuals
diagnosed with HIV suffer from one or more comorbid psychiatric disorders
and experience a poorer health-related quality of life compared to individuals
without comorbidities.

Research frontiers

It is quite unclear whether or not subjects with HIV and poor quality of life are
at higher risk of depression/suicidality compared with HIV and higher quality of
life.

Innovations and breakthroughs

Among patients with HIV the prevalence of major depressive disorder (MDD),
suicidal ideation, and attempted suicides ranged from 14.0% to 27.2%, from
13.6% to 31.0%, and from 3.9% to 32.7%, respectively. A significant association
has been reported among MDD, suicidal ideation, and poor quality of life in HIV
populations.

Applications

Further additional studies are needed to elucidate the exact nature of the
association between MDD, suicidality, and quality of life in HIV patients. The
early detection and adequate treatment of these conditions is absolutely
recommended in clinical practice, in particular in those individuals who are
severely medically ill.

Terminology

PRISMA: The PRISMA Statement consists of a 27-item checklist and a fourphase flow diagram for reporting in systematic reviews in the effort to improve
the reporting of different types of health research and the quality of research
used in decision-making in healthcare. Hopelessness: Hopelessness may be
defined as a negative perspective concerning the future, loss of motivation, and
expectations. Hopelessness predisposes patients with psychiatric disorders
to suicidal behavior and has been identified as an important risk factor for
suicide; TEMPS-A: (Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San
Diego) The TEMPS-A is a self-rating questionnaire consisting of 109 items for
men and 110 for women assessing subaffective trait expressions as they were
conceptualized in Greek medicine and in German psychiatry.

Peer-review

The review has great clinical implication as well.
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